Guessing Random Additive Noise Decoding (GRAND) can, unusually, decode any forward error correction block code. The original algorithm assumed that the decoder received only hard decision demodulated to inform its decoding.
I. INTRODUCTION
Guessing Random Additive Noise Decoding (GRAND) is a recently proposed forward error correction decoding technique that, unusually, is suitable for use with any block code construction, requiring only a mechanism by which to query if a string is in the code-book [1] , [2] . Its complexity is essentially independent of the code-rate, making it well suited to high rate codes. These features stem from its objective to identify the effect that noise has had on a communication, from which the transmitted code-word can be inferred, rather than seeking the code-word directly.
All GRAND algorithms work by taking the demodulated received sequence and querying if it is in the code-book. If it is, it is the decoding. If not, then the most likely nonzero binary noise sequence is subtracted from the received sequence and what remains is queried for membership of the codebook. This process, which is inherently parallelizable, proceeds until an element of the code-book is identified, which is the decoding, or a threshold for the number of code-book queries is exceeded whereupon an error is reported. Where the algorithmic variants differ is in their query ordering of putative noise effects, which is determined as a function of a statistical channel model and per-realization soft information provided by the receiver.
The original GRAND algorithm assumed the decoder obtained only hard decision demodulated symbols from the receiver. When putative noise effects are ordered from a noise model matched to the channel, it produces an optimally accurate Maximum Likelihood (ML) decoding, even in the absence of interleaving [2] . Incorporating per-realization soft 3 3.5 detection information into decoding decisions is known to improve their accuracy [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] . Doing so, however, requires additional information to be passed from the receiver to the decoder and typically necessitates quantization of the receiver's soft information due to practical considerations. Preserving the code-book independent aspects of the decoder, Symbol Reliability GRAND (SRGRAND) [8] , [9] uses the most extreme quantized soft information. One additional bit tags each demodulated symbol as being reliably or unreliably received, akin to how soft information is generated for Chase decoding [10] , [11] . If symbols are correctly marked as reliable, SRGRAND provides a ML decoding assuming memoryless noise impacted symbols marked as unreliable.
A naïve approach to a more detailed use of continuous soft information would apply GRAND with a finer, non-binary quantization. Complexity, however, would scale poorly as a function of quantization granularity. The alternate approach established here circumvents that difficulty.
Here we introduce Ordered Reliability Bits GRAND (ORB-GRAND), which makes use of a more informative code-bookindependent quantization of soft information than SRGRAND, but which does not rely on binning: the rank ordering of the reliability of each bit in a received block. If the code is of length n bits, this amounts to the provision of a permutation of (1, . . . , n), necessitating the communication of no more than an additional log 2 (n) bits per received bit to the decoder from the receiver. ORBGRAND uses that permutation informed by soft information to map a fixed, pre-determined, series of putative noise queries to their appropriate locations in the received block. We establish that ORBGRAND identifies a ML decoding under general conditions on the a posteriori bit flip probabilities. Fig. 1 provides a block error rate (BLER) performance comparison of ORBGRAND and CRC-Aided Successive Cancellation List decoding (CA-SCL) when used to decode a CA-Polar code, which will be used for all control channel communications in 5G NR, in an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel. CA-SCL is the most competitive existing decoder designed specifically for these codes and makes use of real-valued soft information [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] 1 . In this setting, ORBGRAND, which can decode any block code, provides a one dB gain over CA-SCL.
CA-Polar codes and their dedicated soft information decoder CA-SCL provide a benchmark for decoding performance. One significant and unusual aspect of ORBGRAND is it can work with any block code. Since Shannon's 1948 opus [18] , random codes, where the codes are re-randomized at each use, have been known to be capacity achieving in the hard detection setting. Since the 1960s this result has also been known to hold for Random Linear Codes (RLCs) [19] , but the lack of an efficient decoder that can function for highrate codes and is suitable for any linear code-book has meant this avenue is little explored. Using ORBGRAND, also shown in Fig. 1 is the BLER performance of RLCs of the same rate as the CA-Polar code. The set-up is described in greater detail in Section IV, but it can be seen that RLCs provide essentially identical performance to the highly structured CA-Polar code to be used in 5G NR.
The lower panel of Fig. 1 reports the average number of queries per bit until a decoding is found by ORBGRAND. This serves as a proxy for algorithmic complexity, and can be seen to be modest for typical operational settings where a BLER in the range of 10 −3 to 10 −2 is normally desired.
Inputs: Code membership function C, query threshold T , demodulated bits y n , order of bit reliabilities r n . Output: c * ,n , d,← 0, d ← 0. /* No decoding yet */ while q < T do z n = (z n 1 , . . . , z n n ) ← next most likely base discrete noise sequence assuming received bits were in decreasing order of reliability (z • r) n = (z n r 1 , . . . , z n r n ) ← next most likely discrete noise sequence given the soft-information bit reliability order 
II. ORDERED RELIABILITY BITS GRAND
In this section we describe the ORBGRAND algorithm. The mathematical analysis that led to it follows in Section III.
Consider a block-code of length n bits. For the code-book, all GRAND variants solely require the existence of a codebook checking function C : {0, 1} n → {0, 1} that, given a binary string of length n, returns a 1 if the string is in the code-book and 0 otherwise. For a linear code in any field size, establishing code-book membership of a string after a putative noise effect is removed from it is equivalent to determining if its syndrome is the all zeros vector, which can be done with a single matrix multiplication. Assume that binary channel inputs x n ∈ {0, 1} n are impacted by random, continuous additive noise N n resulting in a random, real-valued received signal, Y n = x n + N n , and let y n denote the hard decision demodulation of Y n .
ORBGRAND provides a decoding based on the hard decision demodulation, y n , and soft-information informed vector that records the rank ordering of the reliability of the received bits from least reliable to most reliable, r n , which is a permutation of (1, . . . , n), for this communication. ORBGRAND does not require any further information about either the received signal or parameterization of a channel noise model. Pseudo-code for ORBGRAND is presented in Fig. 2 . As it attempts to identify the effect of the noise that has impacted the communication, key to its performance is the determination of its query ordering of putative binary noise sequences for testing.
The fundamental algorithmic premise is to generate a rank ordering of base noise sequences, z n,1 , z n,2 , . . . with the assumption that the first bit is the least reliable, the second bit is the second least reliable, and so forth. For a given received block y n with rank ordered bit reliabilities described by the permutation r n , ORBGRAND maps bits in these base sequences to the correct location via the permutation encoded in r n . That is, ORBGRAND queries the sequences (z • r) n,1 , (z • r) n,2 , . . ., where (z • r) n,i = (z i r 1 , . . . , z i r n ).
Thus to complete the description of the algorithm, we need only determine the ordered base sequences z n,1 , z n,2 , . . . that would be used if r n = (1, 2, . . . , n) corresponding to bits in the received block having reliability that increases with index. If no soft information was provided by the receiver and the channel was assumed to be a BSC, to generate putative noise sequences in order of increasing likelihood it is sufficient to order them in increasing Hamming weight: if w H (z n,i ) < w H (z n, j ), where w H (z n ) = ∑ n k=1 z n k is the number of ones in the sequence, z n,i would be queried before z n, j . Akin to that, the observation underlying ORBGRAND is that if bits were received with increasing reliability for a broad class of models described in Section III, to rank order putative noise sequences in increasing likelihood, it is sufficient to order them by what we call the Logistic Weight:
That is, a putative noise sequence in increasing order of bit reliability is assigned a weight that is not the number of bits flipped, but the sum of the indices that correspond to flipped bits.
In the nomenclature of constructive combinatorics [20] , to determine the base sequences {z n,i } requires a method to generate all integer partitions of w L = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n(n + 1)/2 with unique parts and no part being larger than n. For distinct goals, efficient iterative algorithms have been described [21] that can generate these sequences either in real-time or offline for storage. Hence the principle of the ORBGRAND approach is to do a single sort on posterior bit flip likelihoods and record the permutation. It then sequentially takes the putative rankordered noise sequences z n,i , and uses the reliability ordering in r n to determine which bit they correspond to in the received transmission.
The upper panel of Fig. 3 illustrates the first 100 ORB-GRAND queries, with bit positions assumed to be in decreasing order of reliability. The first sequence corresponds to no bits being flipped, which has w L = 0. The second query corresponds to only the most unreliable bit being flipped, having w L = 1. The third corresponds to only the second most unreliable bit being flipped, which has w L = 2. The next query is either the noise effect where only the third most unreliable bit is flipped, which has w L = 3, or the one where first and second most unreliable bits are flipped, which also has w L = 3, and so this tie is broken arbitrarily. The ordering proceeds in that fashion.
In the absence of soft information, as in the hard detection decoder GRAND, for a BSC Spearman's correlation between sequence Hamming weight and query number of that sequence would be ρ = 1, but for the first 10 6 ORBGRAND sequences Spearman's ρ = 0.24, establishing that Hamming Weight is not a good proxy for sequence importance. Soft information results in some noise sequences with many more bit flips having higher a posteriori likelihood than those with fewer. While this fully describes the algorithm, it does not justify why it works, which we now turn to.
III. MATHEMATICAL JUSTIFICATION
For a block of length n bits and one use of the channel, assume that the a posteriori bit flip probabilities, which are all in [0, 1/2), are A 1 , . . . , A n and that, rank ordered from highest (i.e. least reliable) to lowest they are A 1,n ≥ A 2,n ≥ · · · ≥ A n,n . If the latter were consistent with what statisticians would call a logistic model, so that a posteriori likelihood that the i th least reliable hard demodulated bit i was flipped was
for some β > 0, then the probability of the base putative error sequence z n that has only the bits i 1 , · · · , i K flipped would be
Thus, in terms of noise sequence likelihood, to compare the rank-order of two base putative error sequences, one need only evaluate their logistic weights, w L (z n ) = ∑ K j=1 i j , and compare those. In the same way that increasing Hamming weight is universal for a BSC with any bit flip probability less than 1/2, this logistic order is universal for all β . Hence if the logistic function of rank ordered a posteriori probabilities that hard detection bits are flipped in Eq. (1) is a good description for any β , then the base putative noise sequences ordered by their likelihood are the same and so β need not be estimated. As a result, if for a given realization Eq. (1) holds for any β , then ORBGRAND provides a soft ML decoding. Fig. 4 . Plots of a posteriori bit flip probability distributions that all result in ORBGRAND's query order.
Using mathematical results from the study of order statistics, we can take these results back one step further to determine the class of distributions for the non-rank ordered a posteriori probabilities of A, F A , that would, in probability, result in rank ordered a posteriori probabilities that correspond to the class of logistic functions for which ORBGRAND is matched. We use the following result, mildly re-written from the original as the reliabilities are in decreasing order while the result in that paper is for increasing order.
Theorem 1 (Large Deviation Principle for Order Statistics, Thm 1 [22] ). The sample paths {A nx ,n : x ∈ [0, 1]} satisfy a large deviation principle [23] in V − a,b , the closed subset of non-increasing functions of the space of real valued càdlàg functions equipped with the Skorohod M 1 topology [24] , with rate function
where φ a is φ 's absolutely continuous component. Note that
In particular, if each a posteriori bit flip probability A i is drawn independently from a distribution F A , then the random function encoding the rank ordering A nx ,n , x ∈ [0, 1], converges in probability to F −1 A (1 − x). Thus with
for some β > 0, the matched model is that the unsorted a posteriori probabilities are distributed as
Plots of F A for a range of values of β are shown in Fig. 4 . All of these would, in probability, result in ORBGRAND's query order. The richness of the class of functions F A is central to ORBGRAND's universality. Comparisons of the rank ordered a posteriori likelihoods of bit flip from an AWGN channel and the best-fit β for the logistic model as determined by regression is shown in Fig. 5 , where good agreement is found. Note that the crucial matter is not how perfect the fit is, but whether it is good enough to produce rank-ordered noise sequences so that the guessing order is approximately ML. Fig. 1, for a [128, 105 ] CA-Polar code Fig. 6 provides a performance comparison of ORBGRAND with CA-SCL, the dedicated CA-Polar decoder that uses full soft information. The upper panel reports BLER, where ORBGRAND can be seen to outperform CA-SCL by approximately 0.5 dB. As a measure of complexity, the lower panel reports the average number of queries per bit until a decoding is found by ORBGRAND, which can be seen to be modest. Fig. 1 , as ORBGRAND can decode any block-code, we can use it with RLCs. For any [n, k] pair we can construct a systematic binary RLC by making a random generator matrix I k×k |B k×n−k , where I k×k is the identity matrix and the entries of the random check matrix B k×n−k are independent Bernoulli 1/2 random variables. For the simulation results, if a column in the check matrix is all zero, we discard it and select again. To determine if y n (z • r) n is a member of the code-book, one could identify the corresponding parity check matrix and use it. Alternatively, the decoder can check if y 1 z r 1 , . . . , y k z r k B k×n−k ? = (y k+1 z r k+1 , . . . , y n z r n ), obviating the need for the receiver to determine the associated check matrix. Fig. 6 also shows a performance comparison between ORB-GRAND's decoding of RLCs of the same size as the CA-Polar code, [128, 105] . For the RLC, a new random code is used for each communication. It can be seen that the performance of RLCs is, on average, essentially identical to that of the CA-Polar code. Due to the re-randomization of the RLC at each communication, this indicates that either most randomly selected codes are as good as CA-Polar codes or there is variability, in which case there are individual codes that have better performance than the CA-Polar codes that will be used for all 5G NR control channel communications.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

As in
V. SUMMARY
We have introduced ORBGRAND, a universal block decoding algorithm that uses a code-book independent quantization of soft information in the form of a rank order of the reliability of received bits to inform its decoding. Simulation results show that it can provide better BLER performance on short 5G NR CA-Polar codes than a state-of-the-art soft detection decoder. As GRAND algorithms can work with any block code, it is also shown that Random Linear Codes offer essentially the same performance as CA-Polar codes.
